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From the Editor
      An Unsustainable Status quo

Some are impatient for regime change. 
Others just want the regime to change. 

But few think the status quo is sustainable.

The seemingly calm and normal situation in Iran does not disguise the reality that a storm of great magnitude
is in the making that could reshape the future of the country and seriously alter the status quo. The internal
crisis within the country which had been brewing for a number of years was put on hold, as people desperate
to avoid the uncertainties of another social upheaval placed their hopes on the Khatami presidency, that has

unfortunately fallen greatly short of all expectations. In the wake of Khatami’s failure, the only remaining option for
the IRI is a total take over by those seeking shelter under the guise of preserving the legacy of Ayatollah Khomeini.
But both they and the people are fully cognizant of the reality that such a move will only advance the interests of a
ruling few, whose incompetence and despotism has completely shattered any credibility which the Islamic Revolution
may have had in its earlier years.
In these circumstances, it is ironic that while Khatami has desperately sought to avoid becoming  an ‘Iranian
Gorbachev’, his hardline adversaries should nonetheless contemplate to succeed where Gorbachev’s orthodox foes
failed in the August 1991 coup to remove him from office in the hope of protecting their vested interest in a Soviet
Union that was dominated by its communist bosses and their cronies.
However, the similarities do not end here. Just as the Soviet Union was doomed to eventually give way to the will of
the people it had brutalized for over 70 years, the ultimate alternatives for the IRI - whichever way it chooses to go-
cannot be much different. 
This inevitable fate is further exacerbated by a post ‘911’ change that has taken shape in the international arena. Led
by the United States, the prosecution of the ‘War on Terrorism’ which has already resulted in the removal of the
Taleban in Afghanistan has acquired a life and momentum of its own. To sustain this momentum - which is perhaps
as much a domestic policy issue as it is a foreign policy one in the US - halting the advance of so-called ‘Axis of Evil’
regimes is seen as a crucial step in curtailing the forward momentums of both international terrorism and the spread
of weapons of mass destruction. Although  the strategy for combatting these two scourges of early 21st century
international politics in each of these cases may not be the same, the priority for
promoting regime change where possible seems like a growing concern. So,
while Saddam Hussein is currently feeling the full force of this determined effort
for the promotion of a different agenda in Iraq, other dictatorships - named or
unnamed - are equally concerned about the impending pressures that will almost
certainly put their durabilities to test.
It is a fact that all the raised eye brows and cries of criticism that have been
voiced in certain international circles to mock the Bush statement about Iraq,
Iran and North Korea, fail to give adequate recognition to the extent of domestic
unpopularity that surrounds these targeted regimes for the simple reason that
they have inflicted so much needless pain and suffering on the lives of their own
people. 
Therefore, while these quarters, particularly those in Europe, may look with
intellectual disdain at the direction of policy that is being steered from
Washington, there is little doubt that in the minds of many Iranians - as well as
Iraqis, North Koreans, Syrians and Libyans - that any firm message being
advocated against the IRI is the only recipe which can lead to what all Iranians
truly want more than anything else - namely a true and meaningful change in the
policies and the politics of their leaders so that they may bring to an end almost
a quarter of a century of misrule, chaos and uncertainty.Í
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The Evolving Role Of Religion In Contemporary Iranian Politics
A Special Iranfile Report

More than than five years have now elapsed since
the start of the ‘2nd Khordad reform movement’
which has transformed Iranian politics and

brought many of the serious inadequacies of the current
theocratic regime to the fore.  Perhaps the most significant
by product of that movement, an often-overlooked critical
development, has been the re-emergence of the Iranian
youth on the political scene. This is a feature that was
conspicuously absent for much of the 1980's, the early
1990’s and in particular during the 8-year war with Iraq.
Today, there is little doubt that the new impetus for change
in the country’s political environment is to a large extent a
consequence of their re-emergence.  This factor has already
manifested itself through the success which young Iranians
have enjoyed in spearheading a reformist movement that
has already succeeded in terminating the ascendancy of the
religious hardliners in both the executive and legislative
branches of the -albeit ‘still’- theocratic government. 
Although, Iran’s fledgling student movement was brutally
challenged and suppressed in July 1999, one can
confidently claim that neither imprisonment nor any other
form of punishment have succeeded to silence or detract
these young Iranians from wishing to redefine many issues
that bear enormous consequences for their future - - - the
future role of religion in society being one of them.
Aspiring to nothing less than what has been historically
demanded by their counterparts in free societies the world
over, the youth of Iran no longer wish to remain constrained
within the sterile intellectual atmosphere ordained for them
by their discredited rulers who are perceived to have abused
religion for the pursuit of their own unholy agendas. 
As the recent student demonstrations have shown most
vividly, there is no question that the majority of Iranians are
supportive of an agenda that would allow social and
political institutions to be liberated from the straight jacket
and the strictures of an unpopular theocracy. To this end,
the promotion of secular government and the removal of the
existing theocratic order that bears sole responsibility for
the incredible amount of suffering which has been inflicted
upon the Iranian people over the past 23 years, is perhaps
the most significant requirement of Iran’s student
movement which is part and parcel of a general sentiment
shared by an overwhelming majority of all Iranians.  
On the subject of the evolving role of religion in Iran, it is
perhaps appropriate to begin by acknowledging from the
very outset the importance of the historical role which
religion has enjoyed within Iranian national life,
particularly since the time when Shia’ism was made the
official religion of the country under Shah Ismail I when he
founded the Safavid dynasty in 1501. 
Thus for almost five centuries prior to the revolution of
1979, despite the diversity of cultures and religion within
Iranian society, the Shiite religious institution had come to
enjoy a unique status which had allowed it the privilege of
exercising a level of influence only matched by the
monarchy.

It thus follows that what began with the victory of the
Islamic Revolution and the establishment of a formal
regime in which Shiite religious clerics took charge of the
national agenda under the guise of a newly created Islamic
Republic, was in actual fact not without some precedence
in Iran. 
This point is further illustrated by simply looking back at
the dominant role that was played by religious forces in the
closing years of the Qajar dynasty in late 19th and early 20th

centuries. Indeed, history acknowledges the prominence of
the role, which was played by Islamic leaders in such key
historical events as the Constitutional Revolution of, 1906
and later in Reza Shah’s decision not to opt for a modern
republic following parliament’s removal of Ahmad Shah
Qajar from the Iranian throne in 1925. In both of these
incidents, as with numerous others in all the preceding
years, religious pressures exercised through powerful and
influential religious leaders had played a significant part in
influencing the course of events, while at the same time
providing some form of a checks and balance on the actions
of the various monarchs and their governments. 
In historical terms, perhaps the only significant departure
since 1979 has been the abolishment of the institution of
Kingship, which along with religion had a tradition of
serving as one the two most important pillars of the Iranian
State. As a result, what has consequently transpired since
the establishment of an ‘Islamic Republic’ in Iran is the
emergence of a new setting in which political power has
been wholly consolidated and monopolized within the ranks
of a new theocratic order. 
Here, it is essential to stress the need for separating religion
from religious rule in Iran. To amplify this point, while one
might give much credence to the coveted position that
religion continues to enjoy within Iranian society – no less
amongst a quarter of Iran’s population which is composed
of Sunnis as well as members of other faiths- there is, no
exaggeration in the suggestion that there is universal
dissatisfaction with the unpopular theocracy that has
undeniably lost the trust and support of the Iranian people.
Thirteen years after the death of Ayatollah Khomeini, the
failure of Ayatollah Khamenei to fill the shoes his shoes has
never been more pronounced. His elevation to the lofty
status of ‘Supreme Leader’ is devoid of any religious
validation and cannot be interpreted as anything other than
a political move carefully orchestrated to preserve power
and ensure continuity within a small band of religious
leaders who clearly lack the support and benediction of
their more senior and established colleagues. 
Consequently, it is no surprise to notice that in the course
of the past 13 years, while Khamenei has been engaged in
a constant struggle to overcome his credibility gap, religion
in Iranian politics has served as a mere veneer for providing
a measure of legitimacy to such leaders as Rafsanjani and
Khatami while at the same time denying wider political
participation to quarters not directly associated with the
ruling establishment. ¾
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T
his is clearly illustrated by the actions of the
‘Guardians Council’ that ‘vets’ and essentially
eliminates candidates of different persuasions
from seeking public office throughout the land. 

Hence, while the regime boasts to the outside world about
the number of presidential and parliamentary elections it
has staged in the course of the last 23 years, it carefully and
cleverly omits to mention the fact that elections held under
this so-called system of ‘Islamic Democracy’ or ‘Mardom
Salari-e Dini’, as insisted upon by President Khatami, is
nothing more than a sham that more closely resembles the
types of unacceptable elections previously held in
‘Apartheid South Africa’ where the overwhelming majority
of the population were prevented from participating in the
political process. In fairness, one should make a necessary
qualification by adding that in the current ‘Islamic
Apartheid’ system, which we have in Iran, only independent
minded Iranians wishing to seek public office are barred
from taking part in any election. Indeed, the regime
employs various means to induce as many people as it can
to participate in its well-orchestrated elections for purposes
of rationalizing and legitimizing itself to the outside world.
This prevailing debate concerning religion and politics in
contemporary Iran has been further influenced by new
internal developments brought about by the advent of
globalization and the information revolution. These have
greatly broadened the intellectual horizons of Iranian
society by making the general population much less
amenable to the whims and dictates of their political
masters who have never allowed the tightly controlled mass
media – specifically the national radio and television
programs - to utter a slightest word of dissent from their
officially prescribed positions.
In this context the impact of a number of Islamic scholars
who had previously been active in the revolution and the
development of the new Islamic republic has been
significant. Their critical references to the insular
dogmatism of the clergy and their questioning of broader
philosophical justifications of an Islamic state governed by
a so-called ‘Supreme Leader’ have been pivotal in setting
the stage for the discussion of concepts such as secularism
and democracy.
However, since the ‘2nd Khordad Reform Movement of
1997’, while debates concerning the role of religion in Iran
have advanced to a point that openly questions the
legitimacy of the doctrine of ‘Velayat-e Faghih’, it is also
essential to point out that many prominent Islamic scholars
such as Abdolkarim Soroush have taken the initiative of
attempting to legitimize the concept of secularism within
the context of Islamic discourse. Moreover, greatly
perturbed by the efforts of the ruling establishment to alter
centuries of tradition by their attempts to ‘nationalize
religion’ for purposes of advancing their own interests,
clerics such as Mohsen Kadivar have been outspoken in
calling for the need to preserve the independence of the
clergy in face of an Islamic state.
While in earlier times, people such as Soroush and Kadivar
may have been tolerated by the ruling establishment on the
basis of their aim to promote the illusion of democracy, five

years after the advent of Khatami and the roller-
coaster experiences of the state-sponsored reform
movement, there is no longer any doubt of the
widening gap between public expectations and what is
actually on offer from the ruling theocracy. 
As a result, there are no further illusions concerning
Khatami and the prospects of his attempts to reconcile the
regime’s version of ‘political Islam’ with democracy. The
most worrying aspect of this failure is the likelihood of an
emerging scenario for bloodshed and violence in an
atmosphere where opportunities for peaceful change are
being constantly frustrated. 
Khatami’s record over the past five years clearly illustrates
a failure to enlist his initial popularity to broaden the
political franchise by promoting a general milieu in which
new alliances encompassing all political forces committed
to non-violence would have been encouraged to engage
with technocratic elements whose help he might have been
able to enlist for purposes of reviving Iran’s ailing economy
and rebuilding the country’s damaged relations with the
outside world. 
Consequently, the struggle for power in Iran has today been
narrowed down to a competition between forces seeking to
promote change or reform within or beyond the current
religious structures of the state. There is no longer an
‘internal or external’ divide since many of the forces within
the country or in exile have made a choice to align
themselves with one of these options irrespective of where
they happen to be located. Any failure on the part of
President Khatami to get the full powers he has recently
sought for the enhancement of his position- and in
particular the attempt to curb the ‘vetting’ powers of the
Guardians Council - will further enhance the position of
those seeking solutions that go beyond the confines of a
system based on the discredited concept of ‘Velayate-
Faghih’ which has been ‘enshrined’ in the current
constitution. In such a scenario, it will ultimately prove
difficult to differentiate between Khatami, the hard-line
clerics or those reformers wishing to implement change
while maintaining the overall structures of the current
theocracy, since neither of them are in line with the general
ethos of a population that is seeking to secularize and
‘truly’ democratize the state.
For an Iranian public that is impatient for change, it is clear
that the IRI leadership is both unwilling and unable to
deliver the types of reforms that can begin to address their
needs. Unlike the late Shah who in the Autumn of 1978
publicly acknowledged that he had - albeit much too late -
“heard the call of the revolution”, the current clerical
leadership refuses to budge from its position of
intransigence, fearing that any real concessions will
ultimately lead to the dismantlement of a self serving
political system that has consistently promoted its own
vested interests in preference to that of the Iranian nation.
But this failure to listen to what people have said repeatedly
in elections since 1997, along with the Islamic regime’s
determination to silence any dissent, cannot prevent the
Iranian people’s determined march towards a better future
in a more progressive society.                                                         8P9
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An Assessment of IRAN’s Quest
for Nuclear Technology

A Special Iranfile Report

Satellite photographs released to the media in recent
weeks have raised a great deal of renewed interest
and speculation concerning Iran’s WMD programs,
which had been generally overshadowed by events

concerning Iraq. However, Russia, which is involved in the
construction of a nuclear power plant in Iran, has stressed
that it had no connection with the two suspected Iranian
nuclear facilities identified in those photographs.
According to Atomic Energy Minister Alexander
Rumyantsev, “Russia's agreement to construct a nuclear
energy facility at Bushehr, in western Iran, neither violates
international agreements nor threatens to violate non-
proliferation accords”. 
Meanwhile, Iran insists that its nuclear facilities are for
peaceful purposes, even as it cancelled a UN inspection of
two sites that have raised suspicions in Washington. The
director of the UN Nuclear control agency says the
Iranians have told him he could not visit the sites as
planned in December 2002. Mohamed El-Baradei has said
that he has been told that President Mohammad Khatami
will be out of the country and that the Iranians need more
time to prepare. This is the second time that this request
has been turned down, though the inspections have now
been rescheduled for February 2003.
Given these recent events, Iranian perspectives regarding
this subject can be discussed in terms of the following
considerations:
< 1. Iran’s perceived motivations for wanting to

have WMD
< 2. What end point this may have and whether it is

possible to influence that end point?
< 3. The legal ramifications/constraints involved

regarding NPT
< 4. The unanimity of opinion regarding WMD in

the absence of any public debate

Î the ‘Technical Capabilities That Are Required for
Obtaining Wmd in Iran: In the field of nuclear
development, there are so far no confirmed suggestions
that Iran is capable of producing fissile material. However,
there has been clear evidence that Iran has been investing
large sums of money since the death of Ayatollah
Khomeini in 1989, and this sustained investment has meant
that Iran is well on its way to developing this capability at
some point in the near future. For the time being, Iran’s
only access to fissile material - much as suggested in the
case for Iraq - would be all that it is able to potentially
purchase in the ‘black market’.
Ï Motivation:  Situated next to Saddam Hussein’s Iraq
and nuclear Pakistan, there is little doubt that Iran lives in
an ominously unstable region. But, this factor alone does
not justify having access to nuclear weapons. In the
Persian Gulf, the presence of the US Naval forces is an
additional point to consider, for it severely restricts Iranian

maneuverability in those waters. However, this also does
not imply that Iran had a ‘security reason’ for having
WMD. Moreover, references to Israel - as a motive for
acquiring WMD - also seem as nothing more than a
propaganda ploy or a tactical diversion. So reasons why
Iran might want to go down this path may include the
following:
# a. Status: the fact that possession of WMD would

give Iran a much greater ‘Voice’ and enhance its
emasculated diplomatic powers, particularly in the
Persian Gulf region.

# b. Legitimacy and ‘Prestige’: the fact that
possessing WMD might give the Islamic regime
the legitimacy, which it has incrementally lost in
the course of the past two decades.

On the other hand, the Constraints posed by WMD include
the following:
# a. In the Chemical/Biological area: Iran is a party

to NPT and subject to its safeguards – though it is
an acknowledged fact that it is the only party not
to have acceded to the “subsidiary Agreements”,
while not having signed on to the additional
protocol better known as ‘93+2’. It is already
accused of acting illegally on all chemical and
biological matters. Greater involvement in WMD
would mean much closer scrutiny.

# b. In the nuclear area, there is a great deal that any
party can do ‘within the letter of the law’ in order
to move forward towards getting nuclear
capability – specially since they have not signed
on to the additional subsidiary agreement and
protocol. This is precisely what most observers
were suggesting that Iran was engaged in at
present (i.e., cheating and acting in breach of their
commitments in NPT). But, nonetheless, NPT
membership is generally credited with providing
some constraining effect.

Ð Domestic Factors: Usually domestic politics does not
affect a country’s security policy. In the case of Iran, the
general perception might be that those belonging to the
reform movement are more amenable to responding to
international sensitivities regarding Iran’s quest for WMD.
However, in actual fact, this is not the case. So while
President Khatami had successfully improved relations
between Iran and some of its neighbors, there has been
very little change in Iran’s disposition concerning the three
important issues, which have been constantly raised by the
US - i.e., Opposition to the Middle East peace process,
support for terrorism, and the quest for WMD. Hence, the
suggestion that Iran was moving in the direction of WMD
acquisition in order to have a bigger voice in its dealings
with the US. Also, while there was no urgency to push this
policy [unlike Iraq in the past], nonetheless it was being
pursued with a great deal of consistency.                  8P5
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The only effective impediment to delay Iran’s
acquisition of this capability can only be exercised
through a co-ordinated and tightened international
effort aimed at denying Iran the technology it

requires to proceed. However, in the event of a regime
change, the new order could be persuaded to refrain from
manufacturing WMD in the full knowledge that it has the
ability to go this way.
It is important to note that within the country, there is very
little public debate over this issue. Indeed, decision making
on this matter was at best very “opaque” (much like in
North Korea). In terms of justifying this policy or saying
what merit it would have the answer was “not much” since
there was no compelling military reason - particularly if
Iraq is either constrained or completely neutralized. In the
economic sphere, the idea of even contemplating nuclear
energy going back to the days of the late Shah was never
justified. So when considered in terms of Iran’s current
ailing economy, and the fact that the overall costs of
pursuing this path are much higher than originally
perceived, it makes even less sense and further inhibits
giving priority to other more urgent expenditures. However,
it is an acknowledged fact that efforts need to be made to
make the Iranian public much more aware of this issue.
Finally, it is also important to give some consideration to
the types of reactions that Iran’s quest for WMD might
provoke within Iran’s immediate region and beyond.
Turkey, Syria, and Egypt were good examples for
consideration in this regard. Also, since 911, Iran’s

association with both WMD and terrorism has inadvertently
fueled another speculation namely the potential connection
between proliferation and state sponsored terrorism. The
popular jargon used to signify this concern is “NBC
Terrorism” meaning nuclear, biological or chemical
terrorism. Here, it is generally feared that certain hard-line
factions in Iran might resort to such tactics, though most
experts were still confident that conventional weapons were
still the sub-state actor’s most favorite tools.
At the end of the day, it would be difficult to justify if Iran
can legitimately claim that it would be better off by having
access to WMD. Alternatively, a course of action that
would make more sense for Iran without raising undue
questions might include the following:
< 1. A limited or no nuclear program (limited in the

sense of conducting research and being familiar
with the technology short of actually trying to
produce nuclear weapons).

< 2. Being Transparent about their involvements in
this field.

< 3. Creating better opportunities for cooperation
with its neighbors in arms control and other
confidence building measures (CBM).

But as matters stood, there was every likelihood for
ambiguities to continue and that the IRI would be
prone to stretching the letter of the law with regards

to all its signed obligations (e.g., NPT and the like).Í
ˆˆˆ

Hardliners Step Up Control of Internet

Reporters Without Borders have expressed serious concern at the setting up of a commission dominated by
religious hardliners including senior members of Iran’s intelligence community to monitor Internet news
websites considered "illegal."
The latest measure is aimed at news sites that are thriving because of the closure of reformist newspapers.

At least 90 papers, half of them dailies, have been shut down since April 2000.
The new commission, which includes officials of the culture and intelligence ministries and the state broadcasting
company, is to supply a list of "illegal" websites to the posts and telecommunications ministry. It was set up at a
recent meeting of the Supreme Council of the Cultural Revolution, headed by the all-powerful Head of the Judiciary,
Mahmud Sharudi.
On 2 January, Information Minister (Intelligence) Ali Yunessi denounced what he called the undeclared war being
waged through Internet websites that he said were putting out rumours and disinformation about all the regime's
officials and organisations. After the closure of a dozen newspapers in 2000, the reformists set up websites such as
emrooz.org, rouydad.com and alliran.net which put out uncensored news. The regime's conservatives set up
propaganda sites, such as daricheh.org, jebhe.com and bionvan.com, to preach a hard line.
The coming to power in 1997 of reformist President Mohammad Khatami raised hopes among Internet users in Iran,
where service providers (ISPs) and cybercafés have sprung up everywhere (about 1,500 in the capital alone) despite
censorship of their activities.
Privately-owned ISPs must now get permission to operate from the Ministries of Information [intelligence] and
Islamic guidance and use filters on website viewing and e-mail messages. About 400 cybercafés were shut down
in Teheran in May 2001. Some have since reopened, but in November that year, the Supreme Council of the Cultural
Revolution, chaired by President Khatami but dominated by hardliners, ordered all privately-owned ISPs to close
or put themselves under government control.Í
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American Concerns And Regime Change in Iraq
An Iranian Perspective

by
Dr. Assad Homayoun

I
t is clear that the terrorist attacks of September 11,
2001, had a profound impact in the United States and
on international politics.  The terrorism and
development of weapons of mass destruction (WMD)

by so-called "rogue regimes" is increasingly posing a grave
danger to US security and to international equilibrium.  The
United States, as the single remaining global superpower,
has been subjected to worst terrorism and has taken on the
task trying to help create a new world which would be free
of terror, and democratic. 
In order to create this "new world", the irresponsible
administrations which try to develop WMD and support of
international terrorism must be changed or removed from
power.  Change in the Iraqi Administration in Baghdad
would be the first and important step for change in the
Middle East region which has been a hotbed of
fundamentalism and the center of both international
terrorism and competition for the acquisition or
development of weapons of mass destruction.
Debate is presently ongoing in the United States and world
community regarding any potential US decision for
removing Iraq's Saddarn Hussein, but there can be no
question that he represents a menace to the stability of the
region, to world peace and to his own people.  Twice in the
past he tried to develop nuclear weapons to dominate the
Persian Gulf and intimidate Iraq's neighbors.  Presently he
is accumulating different kinds of WMD and appears
determined to acquire nuclear weapons.  He has violated the
resolutions of the UN Security Council 16 times.  He, after
the disintintegration of the Iranian Armed Forces, and the
decimation of military officers of Iran by the revolutionary
clerics, invaded Iran in an attempt to become "lord
paramount" of the Persian Gulf to control oil wealth, and
dominate the entire Middle East,
Saddam Hussein used 101,000 chemical and biological
shells against the Iranian forces who were defending their
country against invading Iraqi forces.  It was an invasion
which left 400,000 dead and 900,000 wounded.  As Dr
Khidhir Hamza put it in his book, Saddam's Bombmaker,
Saddam, during the Iraqi invasion of Iran, expedited
activities to secure an indigenous nuclear weapons
capability.  His real aim was, if he could not succeed in
defeating Iran with conventional weapons, to destroy
Tehran with nuclear weapons.  Saddam Hussein gassed his
own people and forcibly relocated more than 400,000
Kurds.  Again he tried to dominate the Persian Gulf again
with the invasion of Kuwait in 1990. And after defeat in
this war by US and coalition forces, he massacred Shi'ites
of Iraq's South. If the US did not move to oust Saddam from
Kuwait, he would now be sitting on 65 percent of world
energy with one of the world’s biggest armed forces,
equipped with nuclear weapons.  He has killed those of his
ministers who dared criticize his policy.

Those who think that Saddam will agree with full and
unfettered UN inspections do not understand the psycho
dynamics of Saddam Hussein. He has been cheating and
playing with the UN and world community for years.  He
may be willing to make a tactical concession to save his
skin but, if he agrees nominally to UN weapons inspections,
he will not succumb to an effective inspection regime, and
inspections will never ensure the disarmament of Iraq. 
Saddam Hussein's real strategic goal is acquiring nuclear
weapons with which to dominate the most important energy
center of the world.  Once Saddam has acquired a nuclear
weapon it will be too late to stop him from materializing his
goals.
US President George Bush, in declaring the two
administrations in Baghdad and Tehran as an "axis of evil"
in the Middle East, made the right, courageous and
necessary decision, The only way to remove those
administrations from having access to weapons of mass
destruction, especially nuclear weapons, is removal of their
leadership, and paving the way for real reform and
democracy.  People such as Saddam Hussein and the
"Supreme Leader" of Iran Ali Khamenei whose
administrations and existence have been based on blood,
will not change by negotiation and the influence of good
people.  Their dictatorial systems are founded on
continuation not rupture.  As Niccolò Machiavelli put it in
Discourses: " ... a licentious and mutinous people may
easily he brought back to good conduct by the influence and
persuasion of a good man, but an evil-minded prince is not
amenable to such influence and therefore there is no other
remedy against him but cold -steel."
Apart from the good it would achieve for the Iraqi people,
the removal of Saddam is of the utmost importance
because:
! It contributes to the fall of Iranian clerical

administration which is the fountainhead of
international terrorism;

! It will immensely help to extricate the roots of
terrorism from the Middle East.  Indeed since 1979,
with coming of clerics to power they have used the
financial and political resources of Iran to promote
international terrorism and ‘Jihad’ against
"infidels"; It will contribute to peace and stability
of the strategic region of the Middle East and
Central Asia; and finally,

! It facilitates real reform, democratic movement and
freedom in the region.

Thus, I strongly believe that the United States, with the
diplomatic, military, economic and technological
resources -and determination of President George W.

Bush, can succeed in overcoming this new asymmetrical
threat to civilization and international stability. 

8P11
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Aghajari’s Call for Islamic Protestantism Seriously challenges the
legitimacy of the IRI and fuels the Making of a Social Revolution

From the Editor: The IRI’s harsh response in condemning  Hashem Aghajari to death on charges of apostasy because
of his remarks calling for the implementation of serious reforms, has begun a new cycle of protests that have continued.
His courage has also inspired others - such as Qasem Sholeh Saadi’s brutally frank open letter to Khamenei- to come
out with critically important statements of their own, forcing the regime to back down. This is seen by many as the start
of a new campaign to create public awareness and force an ultimate showdown with the IRI. A selected account of
Aghajari’s speech, highlighting his key points is shown below:

Dr. Hashem Aghajari, a University of Hamedan
history lecturer, journalist, and active member of
the reformist Islamic Revolution's Mujahideen
Organization (IRMO), was arrested in August

2002 and sentenced to death on November 6, 2002, because
of a June address he gave commemorating the 25th
anniversary of the death of Dr. Ali Shari'ati, one of the
ideologues of the Islamic Revolution. In his speech,
Aghajari built on the foundation of Shari'ati's thoughts to
achieve legitimacy for his own ideas, but actually presented
his own perception of "Islamic Protestantism" and reform
in Islam. He also criticized Iran's ruling religious
establishment accusing them of seeing themselves as above
the people and suggesting that they exploit their status in
the regime to ensure their own survival and their hold on
power, while corrupting Islam and Islamic values. 
Aghajari was directing his criticism mainly at the low-level
clerics who despite their under-qualification nonetheless
hold key positions throughout the regime and presume to
lead the country in the spirit of Islam. These clerics range
from Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei and former president
Hashemi Rafsanjani, who now heads the extremely
powerful Expediency Council.
Aghajari also spoke against the "principle of emulation"
(Taqlid) in Shiite Islam, saying that because of it, the
people would always remain enslaved by the clerics'
interpretation and would never be able to develop
independent thought. He called for a new kind of emulation
to underpin the relationship between the clerics and the
people: the new model would be the relationship between
teacher and pupil - in which the pupil eventually becomes
independent - instead of imitation, that is, the relationship
between master and servant.
In his address, Dr. Aghajari described Christianity prior to
Protestantism, focussing on the Church hierarchy and the
corruption rampant among the clergy. He said that Islam is
in a different position than Christianity: "The Protestant
movement wanted to rescue Christianity from the clergy
and the Church hierarchy. We [Muslims] do not need
mediators between us and God. We do not need mediators
to understand God's holy books. The Prophet [Jesus] spoke
to the people directly… We don't need to go to the clergy;
each person is his own clergy." 
According to Aghajari, "In Islam, we never had a class of
clergy; some clerical titles were created as recently as 50 or
60 years ago. Where did we have a clerical class in the
Safavid dynasty? Today's titles for Islamic clergy are like
the Church hierarchy - bishops, cardinals, priests. This type
of hierarchy in contemporary Shiite Islam is an imitation of
the Church. Today, this clerical hierarchy is headed by the

Ayatollah Ozma [i.e. the 'Grand Ayatollah']… And a level
down you have an ayatollah, Hojat-ol-Eslam, Saqqat-ol-
Eslam, and so on......In the past few years, the religious
institutions have become a sort of government institution,
and the issue has become more sensitive. Is there anyone in
our society who understands the distinction between a
Hojat-ol-Eslam and an Ayatollah?.........Today, the ruling
clergy in Iran wants to consolidate all the Ayatollah Ozma
organizations under a single rule. This is what they want to
do in our country. I doubt whether they will succeed
because of our independence and the elements that we have
in Shiite Islam. The divisions and the hierarchies they
wanted to create are Catholic and not Islamic....Some of the
clergy are so engrossed in what they are trying to do that
they start thinking of themselves as icons…" ......The
relationship that the fundamentalist religious people seek is
one of  master and follower; the master must always remain
master and the follower will always remain follower. This
is like shackles around the neck [i.e. eternal slavery]. We
must understand that the master is not a holy, divine being,
and we cannot grant him that status. They [the Iranian
ruling clergy], however, want to exercise total power.…
They are the same creatures of God that you are....Today's
Islam should be 'core Islam’, not 'traditional Islam’....
Islamic Protestantism is logical, practical and humanist. It
is thoughtful and progressive. In contrast to the days of
Shari'ati and his followers - who were religious reformists,
both clergy and non-clergy, in religious and university
circles, such as Ayatollah Taleqani and Mehdi Bazargan,
Ayatollah  Beheshti and Ayatollah Mottahari, and the
leader of them all, the great leader of the Islamic
Revolution, Ayatollah Khomeini, all of whom tried to say
that Islam is connected to life, and is not indifferent to
society and people, today we are facing a difficulty. Many
people who were not even part of the Islamic Revolution
have now come to center stage and say that 'traditional
Islam' is true Islam. The difference between our time and
Shari'ati's time is that then, the clergy did not have power.
Today, Islam is in power; clerics are in the government.
That is why Islamic Protestantism has become much more
important today.....Thus, we need a religion that respects
the rights of all - a progressive religion, rather than a
traditional religion that tramples the people. We cannot say
'Anyone who is not with me is against me.' One can be
whatever one wants to be. One must be a good person, a
pure person. We must not say that if you are not with us,
then we can do whatever we want to you. By behaving as
we do, we are trampling our own religious principles…" 
Aghajari conclusion was that, "Today, more than ever, we
need 'Islamic humanism' and 'Islamic Protestantism'... ..Í
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Students Herald The Dawn
of a New Political Realignment in Iran
−¬−
A Discussion Between IF Editor Mehrdad Khonsari &  Ali Nourizadeh, a Leading Writer and Commentator on Iranian Affairs
MK: How do you assess the importance of the latest series
of student protests. Were they merely a reaction to the
strong sentence passed against Hashem Aghajeri or did his
case serve as an excuse for expressing dissent because of
whole range of other issues confronting Iran at this time?
ARN: First and foremost, the spontaneous nature of the
students' reactions completely surprised the conservative
quarters within the ruling establishment. The aim of the
conservatives had been to create a situation whereby the
legislation brought forward by the reformists to enhance the
powers of the presidency could somehow be withdrawn or
drastically amended. They had orchestrated their actions by
moving in the first instance to arrest leading reformist
personalities such as Abbas Abdi as well as people such as
Dr. Hossein Ghazian who was indicted on the grounds that
he had published a survey indicating favourable public
opinion on the subject of restoring relations with the US.
The second part of their strategy was to deal a body blow to
the main thrust of the reform movement through the
apprehension of Dr. Hashem Aghajeri, a leading member of
the 'Mojahedin Enghelabe Eslami' on trumped up charges
of apostasy. It is quite clear that the conservatives had not
counted on the involvement of a third party - namely the
students - into their overall calculations nor the fact that the
student protests would not remain confined just to the
Aghajeri affair. Indeed, once the conservatives had backed
off through the announcement by Ayatollah Khamenei that
the verdict condemning Aghajeri to death should be
reviewed, it was expected that the student demonstrations
would also come to an end. Yet, this is precisely what did
not happen, indicating without a shadow of a doubt that
what the students were protesting about concerned the
widely felt sense of malaise throughout the country and
went way beyond issues having solely to do with Aghajeri.
MK: What in your view are the key distinctive features of
these demonstrations, particularly in comparison to those
of July 1999?
ARN: The most important feature of the current
demonstrations which completely distinguished them from
anything associated with student movements in the past was
the fact that the protests were not confined to one or two
university campuses but were widespread throughout the
country. Moreover, the students were fully in charge of the
slogans they were chanting which was an independent
reflection of their own wants and desires as opposed to
being a mouthpiece for any of the competing political
factions associated with the ruling establishment. Another
important feature of these demonstrations was the
reluctance on the part of the formal security forces to
become entangled with the students. This was mainly due
to the role performed by the external media which had
essentially given wide coverage to the cause of the students.
Hence, their reluctance to want to engage in the sort of
activity that could potentially enrage world public opinion.

This was a worrying factor for the regime
which felt obliged to call on the ‘Basij’, so that in the
ultimate scenario, they would perform a mission which the
regular security establishment was unwilling to take on.
MK: Is it not a fact that the main student movement, namely
‘Office of Tahkim Vahdat’ (Consolidation for Unity) was in
the past somehow associated with the regime and operated
essentially within the framework accepted by the regime in
support of the so-called government reformist? Have the
recent demonstrations altered this scene in any way and as
a result have the protesting students’ links with the IRI
officials been somehow ruptured?
ARN: A consequence of the recent student demonstrations
has seen the former links between ‘Office of Tahkim
Vahdat’ and the government become severely ruptured. In
a sense they joined all the other students in the country, and
their subsequent slogans attacking Ayatollah Khamenei is
proof of their defection. Also, it is was generally assumed
in the past that the students were essentially ‘the foot
soldiers of the government reformers’. It is now been
established that the aim of the Iranian student movement is
no longer one that aspires to promote government
reformers. Hence, the goal posts have been changed and
student demands for change have gone beyond anything on
offer by the ruling establishment. This is reflected in the
seemingly identical slogan on the part of both the students
and the reformers that calls for a ‘referendum’. However, in
reality while the reformers want a referendum in order to
curtail powers of the Supreme Leader, the students in line
with many other political quarters want a referendum in
order to move beyond the current political system. In
essence, therefore, ‘Office of Tahkim Vahdat’ has now
joined a wide array of other political movements both inside
and outside the country that basically advocates a
nationalist and secular-democratic future for Iran.
MK: As you are aware, it is my view that the opposition to
the status quo situation in our country in now total. It is my
view that unlike the past, Iranians are no longer divided
between those who are inside the country and those in exile
or those who support constitutional monarchy as opposed
to a republic. The nation has matured and what is wanted
by all is a move in the direction of real democracy. In these
circumstances when all Iranians want change, divisions
arise only amongst those who believe that the current
system is capable or incapable of delivering the types of
reforms that would put the country on the right track.
Would you agree therefore that recent events confirm the
fact that the time has now arrived for new political
alignments to cast aside past affiliations and contest power
on the merit of their ideas and visions for a future Iran?
ARN: While I agree with thrust of this argument, I think
that the following analysis will shed more light on the
question: It is important to stress that reformers within the
IRI were essentially divided into two separate camps. 8P9

Insight
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One side - consisting of key people around President
Khatami - believes that not all the cards have yet been
played, thus there is still time to resolve certain difficulties
having to do with the position of the Supreme Leader (by
essentially limiting him to a ceremonial role as the ‘father
of the nation’), thereby rescuing the Islamic republic from
an ignominious ending. The other camp which is influenced
by people like Saeed Hajarian, Abbas Abdi and Mostafa
Tajzadeh are of the view that so long as the concept of
‘Velayate Faghih’ has not been set aside, then the path to
despotism is not completely blocked. However, in
promoting this belief they believe in a step by step approach
for the attainment of this outcome. For example, they think
that Khamenei should be the last Supreme Leader and that
he ought to be convinced by the likes of President Khatami
that apart from acting within the letter of the law, no one
should succeed him in his office once he is no longer
around, and that subsequently all powers should then be
vested in the various elected bodies. What has emerged
recently is a ‘Third Force’ consisting of deserters from the
camps of government reformists as well as ‘religious-
nationalist’ figures associated with early IRI governments
(such as former Islamic Majles Deputy, Shloh Saadi). These
people are of the view that the IRI system requires a
complete overhaul, and without being blunt about it, they
seek a step by step move towards a full-fledged secular
system of government. They feel that while the reformist
movement of President Khatami in 1997 was responsive to
the needs of the nation at that time, this is no longer the
case. The recently published manifesto of Akbar Ganji
espousing the creation of a ‘True Republic’ and consigning
the current system to a historical museum is a reflection of
their aspirations. An interestingly new development is that
positions advocated by most reasonable secular democratic
political organizations in exile is not that different to what
is being espoused by this ‘Third Force’. Agreeing on the
notion that the current structure is incapable of adapting
itself to the requirements of most Iranian, the only major
area of difference is whether the path for change should be

an accelerated one - as called for by most exile groups - or
a step by step approach as indicated by those active forces
inside the country. As a result of these developments, with
each passing day the tone and the message of those living
abroad is becoming more identical to the types of
sentiments being expressed within the country, and this has
had an effect of immeasurably alarming and scaring the
Islamic authorities, since another clear aspect of this
convergence is the rejection of the types of radical
alternatives that are on offer on the one hand by the
conservatives and on the other by the hated Mojahedin
leadership in Iraq.
MK: So how do you see a progression of moves to
institutionalize the new alinement that we have spoken of so
that it can display itself in a meaningful way on the
political scene? Is there not a need to be open minded and
not restrictive as Akbar Ganji has been through his
insistence on say a Republic? Should the ultimate outcome
for a ‘true democracy’ that supplants Ganji’s concept of a
true republic beyond the IRI not be left to the discretion of
the people?
ARN: The first precondition is to for all secular democrats
to accept ‘the rules of a democratic game’ and to enter the
fray without engaging in an ideological debates. Moreover,
in these early stages it is necessary for elite elements to
workout a theoretical basis for this new alignment in the
form of a manifesto, in order to prevent its diversion by
populist elements who have a history of successfully
catching the public eye and subsequently leading the people
to a political dead end. Unlike Akbar Ganji’s manifesto that
speaks of a need for a ‘true republic’, the manifesto that I
am referring to should address the task of attaining the goal
of a ‘true democracy’ in Iran, and this can only be done by
making specific reference to the types of institutions that a
true democracy requires in any modern set up in order to
guarantee the freedom and basic rights of all citizens.Í

The Evolving Role Of Religion In Contemporary Iranian Politics. . . .contd p3

Asociety in which religion is once and for all ‘privatized’; a society where religious leaders are encouraged to
assume the role of providing moral guidance; and finally a society in which politics and religion have finally
been separated from one another. Having said this, it would be a great folly for anyone to under-estimate the
challenges entailed in any ultimate move towards secularism, for which a great deal of preparation and wisdom

is required so that our nation can make good use of the knowledge gained from the experiences and difficulties of others
who have proceeded on the same road. Fortunately, Iran is today blessed with a new middle class, which has taken shape
in the form of a new army of young educated minds who are well averse with the virtues of a system that is based on
secular and democratic values and principles. What this new middle class has learnt and experienced at great expense
and personal sacrifice has given it adequate preparation for the challenges that lie ahead. Í
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Excerpts from a Speech by Reza Pahlavi of Iran
entitled
“From Theocracy to Democracy: 
Our National Campaign for Secularism”

“... I address you as an Iranian citizen committed to a
progressive agenda for the future of my homeland,
and to the freedoms that my compatriots demand and

deserve. This commitment includes the recognition of the
important role religion has played historically, and will
continue to play in our lives. However, in order to achieve
secularism and democracy, I would argue that we must
respect and uphold the right of any of our citizens who
choose to do so to practice without fear of intimidation or
persecution, not only our predominant religion of Shi’ite
Islam, but other faiths or systems of belief as well. This
must be guaranteed by the future constitution.
To respect religion is not the same as to submit to force, to
abdicate one’s judgment, or to yield to tyranny disguised
as religious mandate. To respect religion in Iran today is to
separate it from governance, to assign it the exalted place
it deserves in the heart and mind of the individual. 
Using Islam to usurp power is to abuse it and ultimately
discredit it. This is precisely what the clerical regime has
done since its inception. The ruling theocrats have today
overwhelmingly lost the trust and support of the Iranian
people. In simple terms, religion has been hijacked, by a
few, in order to provide a false pretense of legitimacy for
a theocratic order that denies the most basic human rights
to its citizens.
The regime boasts of the number of presidential and
parliamentary elections it has staged in the course of the
past 23 years. But cleverly, it omits the glaring fact that
elections under its so-called “religious democracy” are
limited exclusively to those candidates bearing the seal of
approval from the regime. Candidates are only allowed to
run on proof of indisputable allegiance to the established
leadership. And even when they are elected, their decisions
are likely to be reversed by non-elected constitutional
bodies. Indeed, such organs as the Guardian Council, the
judiciary and the office of the faqih (Supreme Leader) – all
with their overriding legal powers – are embedded in the
constitution precisely in order to override the people’s will.
The regime, of course, employs various means to induce as
many people as it can to participate in its well-orchestrated
elections in an attempt to claim legitimacy in the eyes of
the Iranian people and the world at large.
It is now more than five years since the serious
inadequacies of the current theocratic regime in Iran,
evident to the majority of Iranians, have also come to the
attention of the international community. This awareness
has come about mostly as a result of the re-emergence of
Iranian youth on the political scene. This is to be expected.
Nearly 50 million of Iran's 70 million citizens are under the
age of 30. These young people desperately need and
demand freedom, jobs, housing, education, healthcare, and
economic opportunity. They hold the key to Iran's
transition from religious totalitarianism to a secular
representative government, complete with economic

promise, a civil society and guarantees for liberty, gender
equality and a better life.
The impetus for change in Iran’s political environment is
to a great extent a consequence of this resurgence. Our
youth are the vanguard of the movement for change and
have achieved considerable success in undermining the
hardliners of the theocratic government. The student
rebellion initially met brutal suppression in July 1999.
However, neither imprisonment and torture, nor various
intimidation tactics perpetrated by their rulers, discouraged
them from continuing the struggle for liberty. Today, this
struggle is, in fact, spearheading a national crusade against
theocratic rule and is redefining the very role of religion in
our society.
What our youth demand is what has been historically
sought by their counterparts in free societies the world
over. They no longer accept the suffocating space and the
sterile intellectual atmosphere ordained for them by their
rulers, whom they consider abusers of religion in pursuit of
unholy agendas. 
Particularly noteworthy is the valiant role Iranian women
have played in defying the clerical establishment.
Constituting 51percent of the population, Iranian women
were the first to bear the brunt of the regime’s suppression.
They were among the first to rise against the tyranny of a
system that from its inception sought to force them into the
confines of a second-class citizenry. On this defining issue,
it is clear that the regime’s inherent failure lies in its
dogmatic rejection of equal rights for women. Similarly, its
denial of equality under the law for religious and ethnic
minorities is yet another glaring violation of the
fundamental principles of human rights.
The failure of the theocratic system to resolve Iran's
serious socio-economic problems has caused a growing
number of Islamic theologians, who themselves were
founders and theoreticians of the Islamic Republic, to
openly question the very doctrine of “velayat-e faqih,”
although many still promote the contradictory concept of
“religious democracy.” .....
The clerical regime is both unwilling and unable to deliver
the types of reforms that can begin to address peoples’
fundamental needs. After 23 years of despotism and sharp
socio-economic decline, most Iranians reject the current
regime and more than ever wish to free themselves from
the shackles of a medieval system, clearly out of tune with
the needs of a modern society. The regime’s efforts to curb
dissent and ignore the public’s outcry has proven
ineffective in preventing the Iranian people’s march
towards a secular and progressive society – one in which
state and religion are once and for all separated. In essence,
the people of Iran have reached the conclusion that the
system is inherently non-reformable, and that theocracy
and democracy are incompatible.
                                                                         Contd.p116
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Echoing the sentiments of Reza Pahlavi in the streets of Iran. 
The supporters of Reza Pahlavi’s message cover the walls of the country

reminding the people of the “Struggle for a free Iran”
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Let me turn to the issue of
terrorism and the Islamic
regime in Iran. The

clerical rulers of Tehran cannot
become loyal partners in the
global war against terror. In its
23 years of rule, the Iranian
theocracy has in fact used terror
as an instrument of policy. The
prime victims of this practice
have of course been the people
of Iran. But the regime has also
championed terrorism of global
reach, and since 1983
persistently topped the lists of
states sponsoring terrorism. The
record is unmistakable. 

Details are set forth in official reports of the United Nations, Amnesty International, the US State Department and
numerous other sources. More tangibly, they are reflected in terrorist indictments against the most senior Iranian officials,
issued by courts in Germany and the United States.
Finally, let me address a few points regarding US Foreign Policy and the international reaction and posture vis-à-vis Iran.
There are two categories of countries or governments: those who separate the people of Iran from their rulers, and those
who still believe the conflict to be one between two camps, the so-called moderate and conservatives. It appears that the
current US administration has finally shifted to the first group. Subsequently, the symbolic gesture from Iranian citizens,
holding a candle light vigil subsequent to September 11th, was acknowledged and responded to by the President and his
administration. For the most part, these gestures and demarcations were positively interpreted and received by most
Iranians, to the detriment of their disagreeing rulers.
The European Union, on the other hand, appears to still be stuck with the old cliché, and has succumbed to a carefully
orchestrated good cop/bad cop game masterfully played by Tehran. What preoccupy most Iranians – myself included –
are the ongoing negotiations between EU representatives and the clerical regime. It is imperative that any trade
considerations should be preceded by major changes in the regime’s domestic behavior in the overall context of human
right violations. The worst thing that could happen is for the world to condone these violations while pursuing short-term
economic interests, and to be literally throwing a lifeline to a sinking regime. That will not bode well for people’s morale,
and will in fact alienate them vis-à-vis all those who chose to ignore their plight at this critical juncture. I therefore
caution the world community in realizing the consequences of their actions and policies regarding Iran, particularly in
the short term, and in light of recent dramatic upheavals.........

These excerpts are from a speech delivered by Reza Pahlavi at The John M. Olin Institute for Strategic Studies 
Harvard University on 20/11/02

American Concerns And Regime Change in IraQ . . . . p6

Iam of the opinion that the removal of the two administrations in Iraq and Iran is imperative to the restoration -
- or introduction - - of representative government and order to the Middle East as well as to any viable "new
world order".  The new developments in North Korea (DPRK), the leadership of which in October 2002

admitted the existence of its long-standing nuclear weapons programs, has confirmed and justified concerns which
President  Bush expressed in his State of the Union message in declaring the Iran-lraq-DPRK "axis of evil".
The US-led removal of the Saddam regime in Iraq would play a salutary role in bringing the DPRK into the world
community by signaling the West's resolution to deal ,with destabilizing elements.  It would also provide the -
appropriate signals to the peoples of Iran and Libya that their initiatives to remove repressive leadership would be
supported by the international community.
Dr Assad Homayoun, a former Iranian diplomat is a Senior Research Fellow at the International Strategic Studies
Association (ISSA) in Washington, DC.



 Selected Headlines [November-December 2002]
�US Leaders Take to Iranian Airwaves :As part of his ongoing effort to promote democracy in Iran, US Rep. Bob Ney, R-St. Clairsville,
recently addressed the young people of Iran in a radio interview on the Voice of America's new "Radio Farda" broadcast. Ney, who lived in
Iran in 1978 prior to the Revolution, spoke in Iran's native language of Farsi, and he expressed his desire for an open dialogue between the
people and government of Iran and the United States. "Certainly, there are serious differences between our two governments, but these
problems should not diminish the desire of many people in both countries to communicate," Ney said. "In a nation where there is no freedom
of press, Radio Farda will be an invaluable tool to spread a message of peace, freedom, and democracy throughout Iran." Radio Farda, Farsi
for "Radio Tomorrow," is a new round-the-clock radio broadcast service that beams US news, information and entertainment programs into
Iran. It is a joint venture of two US government-funded broadcast services - Voice of America and Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty - and
is modelled after Radio Sawa, a Middle Eastern radio station launched in the aftermath of the Sept. 11 attacks. Earlier, President Bush also
participated in an interview on Radio Farda, and he said, "We continue to stand with the people of Iran in your quest for freedom, prosperity,
honest and effective government, judicial due process and the rule of law. And we continue to call on the government of Iran to respect the
will of its people and be accountable to them." 
�EU & Regime Change in Iran: Addressing journalists at the French American Press Club in December, Reza Pahlavi, the son of the late
Shah of Iran, issued a stern warning to the European Community against unconditional economic support for Iran's ruling clerical regime,
"Europe needs to realize that despite a different language, culture and faith, Iranians understand the meaning of freedom just as well and
deserve no less human rights than their European counterparts." Defining Iran's problem as "systemic," he compared the Iranian case to the
Soviet Union before its collapse.
�US Fines Swiss Companies: In November, the US Commerce Department fined two Swiss firms for conspiring to illegally export US
industrial materials to Iran. The companies, Oerlikon Schweisstechnik AG and Reweld AG, agreed to the civil penalties after being accused
of attempting to ship 30,000 pounds of industrial cellulose from the US to Iran in violation of the US trade embargo on the Islamic republic.
The department's Bureau of Industry and Security alleged that Oerlikon solicited Reweld to export the cellulose to Switzerland from where
Oerlikon intended to re-export it to Iran. It was not clear what the material was to be used for, but it is commonly employed in welding. Under
the terms of the settlement, Oerlikon will pay a 33,000-dollar fine and have its US export privileges denied for six months and Reweld will
pay a 22,000-dollar fine. The US embargo on Iran -- imposed for Tehran's support of international terrorism -- prohibits most exports from
the United States to the country. 
�Russia Adds Range to Iran's Latest Missiles: Iran has been supplied by Russia with powerful new technology and parts for long-range
missiles that will put Israel and the whole of the Middle East - including British and US forces in the region - within its reach. The missiles'
range of up to 1,300 miles would also allow Iran to strike parts of North Africa and of south-eastern Europe. Successful test-firings were
conducted this summer with the help of Russian and North Korean scientists at a desert range in central Iran, according to American
intelligence. Teheran has been pressing ahead with its plans to become an international missile power in tandem with its efforts to develop
compatible chemical warheads.
�Two MPs Resign in Protest to Aghajari's Death Sentence: Two MPs from the western province of Hamedan, where a court early this
week sentenced university professor Hashem Aghajari to death, have resigned in protest to the verdict. Hossein Loqmanian, an MP from
Hamedan, whose imprisonment this year turned into an impasse between the Parliament and Judiciary, and Mohammad-Reza Ali-Hosseini,
representing Nahavand, formally submitted their resignation to the Parliament's Presiding Board here Sunday. In a letter summing up their
reasons for the resignation, the two MPs said, "There has been no precedent in the country's history in which such a verdict is issued simply
because of a speech which contains no blasphemy." According to his lawyer, Saleh Nikbakht, Aghajari was sentenced to death by a court in
Hamedan for allegedly blaspheming the Prophet Mohammad and criticizing the Islamic principle of emulation (Taqlid) from religious leaders.
�EU Exports to Iran Continue to Grow: European Union exports to Iran rose by more than half a billion euros in the first six months of
2002 to 3.7bn euros (Dlrs 3.7bn) despite the worldwide downturn, exacerbated by the effects of September 11. But according to figures
obtained from Eurostat, the continued growth of 20 percent contrasted with a 30 percent slump in the value of Iranian exports to the 15 nation
group, mainly due to lower oil prices and lower demand. The more than one billion euros fall in Iranian exports to 2.5bn euros during the first
six months of 2002, widened the trade balance in favor of the EU to 1.1bn euros compared with less than 600 million euros in the same period
last year. The growth in EU exports to Iran continued to be led by Iran's three biggest European suppliers, headed by Germany, whose sales
to Iran broke the one billion euro mark in the first half of this year with a 17 percent rise. Italy increased its exports by 56 percent to euros
813m and in the process overtook France in second place, despite French sales to Iran rising by 34 percent to euros 746m. Exports from the
UK, Iran's fourth biggest EU supplier, recorded a three percent fall to euros 335m, while Belgium rose to fifth place with a six percent rise
to euros 154m, overtaking Spain, whose exports fell back two percent to euros 144 m. Strong sales performances by the Netherlands and
Sweden, both up by 17 percent, put them respectively in seventh and eighth place, ahead of Austria, whose exports to Iran declined by 32
percent to euros 96m. Italy, Iran's top EU trade partner, continued to be by far the biggest purchaser of Iran exports, despite a 30 percent fall
to euros 916m in the first six months of 2002. There were also heavier fall backs in Iranian exports to Greece (down 56 percent to euros 279m)
and to Spain (down 43 percent to euros 291m), allowing France, whose purchases fell by 17 percent to euros 336m, to reclaim second place.
�Iranian Conservative Backs US Ties: A prominent Iranian conservative official has criticised the country's foreign policy, saying that
opportunities for restoring ties with the United States have been missed. In comments in the Iranian press, Muhammad-Javad Larijani, Deputy
Chief of the Judiciary's International Affairs Department, said he also regretted the 1979 takeover of the US embassy in Tehran, and the
religious decree calling for the death of British author Salman Rushdie. He added that Iran should not be afraid to express opinions over recent
events in the Middle East - such as the prospect of war in Iraq - which may divert from the position of other Arab countries in the region. He
referred to a secret visit in 1986 to Iran by the former US National Security Advisor Robert McFarlane, during which Iran had, he said, been
given "a good opportunity to positively respond to this move by the US, because the US wanted to establish ties with Iran", which they had
not pursued.
�IFC Loan for Iran: The World Bank's private sector financing arm, The International Finance Corp., said Thursday it is to invest $2 million
to take a 20 percent stake in a joint venture leasing company. The IFC will also provide a loan for the Karafarin Leasing Co. of up to $3
million. The investment will be co-sponsored by a local Iranian bank, Karafarin Bank, and Natexis Banque Populaires, one of the largest banks
in France. There is strong opposition in the U.S. Congress toward spending taxpayer money on loans for countries deemed part of the "axis
of evil" and Congressman Brad Sherman, a House of Representatives Democrat from California, has even proposed cutting off future U.S.
contributions to the World Bank altogether, unless the bank stops lending to Iran. "Aid and investment, whether targeted to the private or
public sector and however modest an amount, will serve only to keep that regime in power."
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